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Meditation on the breath is a
meditation on the spirit, on the
consciousness itself. In many
spiritual traditions, the same
word is used to describe breath
and spirit. (Atman in Hinduism
and Buddhism, Ruach in
Judaism, Pneuma in ancient
Greek religion, and Spiritus in
ancient Roman religion). Poems
in this section highlight the
glimpses of mindful living
amidst the day-to-day hustle,
delving into the topics of selfexploration, perceptions, desires,
gratitude, and non-duality.

Maya Angelou (1928-2014), an
African- American poet, once
said, “I’ve learned that people
will forget what you said; people
will forget what you did, but
people will never forget how you
made them feel.” This section is
the most diverse of the three,
drawing inspiration from people,
places, and contemporary
events that evoked hard to
forget feelings.

What is true love? Eckhart
Tolle says, “True love is
transcendental. Without
recognition of the formless
within yourself, there can be
no true transcendental love. If
you cannot recognize the
formless in yourself, you
cannot recognize yourself in
the other. The recognition of
the other as yourself in
essence – not the form – is true
love…There may be substitutes,
things that are called “love”
but are not true love.” This
section explores many
different colors of love, from
the true love built on essence
to its substitutes based on
form.

Visit breathefeellove.in to access the complete work

Sometimes I feel I must be
An alien in my own body
Why else then I not
Listen to its pounding heart
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Pleading for me to calm
The rage I fail to guard
Until its fist I hurt hard
Why else then I not

Voyage

Rest the weary brain

From endless tiring thoughts
Of “What Ifs” from the past
And wishes yet to be cast

Sometimes I feel I must be

An alien in my own body

breathe.

With all mortal ties broken

While my sisters live in fear

Untethered I fly away

Of the bawdy and brazen stares

With freedom I felt so less often

While Laxmi and Durga they hold dear

Towards my Maker I sway.

But treat us women as wares.

I leave behind my loved ones
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While the alleys echo stories of shame

Alongside my shattered dreams

And lust goes on a trample spree

Usurping my laughter with

While the victims get all the blame

A nightmare of my screams.

And the beasts keep roaming free.

Albeit someday the sinners will pay

While more eyes are left to rue

Am I the last one to burn this way?

And smiles are torn apiece

So I wonder why everyone does today

Ask me not, and lest you too,

“Rest in peace” bother to say.

Agree to rest in peace.

No revenge but justice I seek
No pity but respect I deserve
No tears but resolve I need

No words but action I demand.

Ask Me Not to
Rest in Peace

There was shock and outrage in India over the gang rape of a 23-year-old student on a city bus in the
capital, Delhi on December 16th, 2012. Police said she was raped for nearly an hour, and both she and her
companion were beaten with iron bars, then thrown out of the moving bus into the street. The 23-year-old
medical student died in a Singapore hospital where she was being treated for severe injuries. The four
convicts were hanged before dawn on March 20, 2020.
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You and me

You and me

We fight so hard

In a gaze deep

Every word

The hugs last long

Like a flying shard

We fail to sleep

You and me
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You and me

And days of yonder

A future we wrote

How far we’ve come

But somewhere along

Do you remember?

We forgot to dote

You and me

You and me

Why do the eyes weep?

What rocked our boat?

In our arms

Love slowly sinks

When we now seep

Hope falters to float

You and Me
love.
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